COURSE COURSE TITLE & DESCRIPTION
ADM 305 Organizational Leadership: Various leadership styles & theories in administrative roles/organizations are examined
in this course. Students apply styles and theories in case studies and provide in-depth analyses of leadership.

SEC
OL3

SH Instructor
3
Farrell

BUS 206

Principles of Management: A survey of the primary functions of management including planning organizing, leading
and controlling. Emphasis on the importance of management as it relates to the various functional areas of both
manufacturing and service businesses.

OL3

3

Sweet

BUS 495

The Entrepreneurial Mindset: A project based learning experience. Learn the Entrepreneurial Mindset as Uncle
Cleve lived them. The Eight Life Lessons from an Unlikely Entrepreneur. Who Owns the Ice House? Students will
apply the timeless examples of the entrepreneurial mindset as a team working on a current real-world challenge of
their choice.

OL3

3

MesserKnode

BUS 495

Leadership During Unusual Times: Challenges During COVID-19 Pandemic: This course analyzes the challenges lead- OL31
ers face during unusual and difficult situations, such as the COVID-19 pandemic. Case studies will be conducted to
explore and analyze how various leaders have reacted to tough situations and the outcomes from their decisions.
The COVID-19 Pandemic will be used as the core of current events that has required exemplary leadership and how
it has impacted not only the present pandemic, but potential future difficult situations as well. Leaders from various
countries during different time frames will be studied for a global perspective.

3

Felts

CIS 307

Computer Forensics: This course introduces students to the basic concepts of computer forensics and investigation.
Students will learn how to acquire, process and present digital evidence. Computer forensic tools, legal issues and
cases will be explored.

OL3

3

Holland

ERS
141/142

Physical Geology and Physical Geology Lab: A study of the composition and structure of the crust, the core, the
mantle and the atmosphere of the earth, including the water mass. The course also examines the changes in the
earth such as plate tectonics, volcanic activity, earthquakes and others. A brief review of the geologic time scale and
dating of rocks will be included.

OL3

HIS 495

Celebrating Christmas, Celebrating the Nation: This course will examine the various political and cultural meanings
of the nation through the practice of celebrating Christmas from approximately 1800 to the present day. While we
think of Christmas as primarily a celebration of Christ’s birth, the course will show that it is in fact a way for nations,
in this case Germany, to construct national and political identities. This course will have much to say about Christmas, German history and politics from days of kings to the Nazis and Communists of the 20th century.

OL3

3

Ross

MKT 495

Event Marketing: (pre-req: MKT 205) The COVID-19 pandemic has, as we all know, hit the business events industry
with unprecedented force. The course is about applying strategic event marketing orientation to the management
and promotion of these planned and then cancelled and now rescheduled events during COVID-19.

OL3

3

Everton

POL 495

Conspiracy Theories: Is there a War on Christmas? Was the moon landing faked? Do political elites gather in the
Bohemian Grove each summer to make ritual sacrifices? Did Ted Cruz’s father kill JFK? This course examines conspiracy theories such as these, past and present, that have been influential in American political discourse. The
course begins by examining the psychological underpinnings of misinformation and conspiratorial beliefs. Then,
several specific conspiracy theories are presented for consideration, with each student taking a lead role in researching a specific conspiracy theory of choice. The course will also discuss how conspiracy theories may be exploited by political actors and how citizens can protect themselves from this type of misinformation (may substitute
for POL 112 for non-POL majors; for American Politics Elective for POL majors).

OL3

3

Kelly

REL 101

Introduction to Religion: An analytical and topical examination of religious beliefs, feelings and actions, to provide
the student with the tools to understand the religious dimension of life, with particular concern for the JudeoChristian tradition.

OL3

3

Grimes

REL 342

Professional and Business Ethics: A study of the relationship of ethics to the world of work utilizing a case study
approach in order to consider how ethical reflection can help meet the rapidly changing circumstances and new
moral dilemmas arising today in business and the professions. (Identical to PHI 342)

OL3

3

Stern

SOC 195

Social Problems II - Problems of Social Inequality: This course will examine American social problems related to
social inequality, theoretical underpinnings of social problems, and current events and research that shape debates
over solutions in the areas of poverty and wealth, race and ethnic relations, gender and sexuality, and medical care
(may count toward Sociology lower level elective for major/minor; counts for PSY/SOC general education requirement).

OL3

3

Wyatt

3/1 Criswell

How to Register for Holiday Term



Complete a Registration & Drop/Add Form
https://ncwc.edu/campus-life/resources/registrar/
Select the Registration & Drop/Add form on the webpage



Emailed the completed form to your academic advisor



Once advisor approves with electronic signature then it should be forward to registrar@ncwc.edu along with this
signed acknowledgement page.

Holiday Term Acknowledgement

By my signature below I understand and acknowledge that by registering for the Holiday Term that the charges will not be considered part of regular tuition charges normally associated with traditional program tuition and fees. I also acknowledge that I
may be responsible for costs/fees (e.g. books) associated with Holiday Term. Holiday Term registration may be covered by Financial Aid, however you should consult with Financial Aid to verify eligibility prior to registering for the term.
Failure to pay any outstanding balance by the due date may result in a hold on your NCWC account and affect your registration
for future semesters. Your account may also be sent to an outside collection agency and/or reported to the national credit bureau system. You will be responsible for all late fees, collection charges, attorney fees, and any charges related to the collection
of amounts not paid when due.
I consent to registration for the Holiday Term and fees courses as indicated on the Student Drop/Add form.

_______________________________

___________________

Student Signature

ID Number

______________________________
Staff Signature (Office Use)

